2D/3D registration of TEE probe from two non-orthogonal C-arm directions.
2D/3D registration is a well known technique in medical imaging for combining pre-operative volume data with live fluoroscopy. A common issue of this type of algorithms is that out-of-plane parameters are hard to determine. One solution to overcome this issue is the use of X-ray images from two angulations. However, performing in-plane transformation in one image destroys the registration in the other image, particularly if the angulations are smaller than 90 degrees apart. Our main contribution is the automation of a novel registration approach. It handles translation and rotation of a volume in a way that in-plane parameters are kept invariant and independent of the angle offset between both projections in a double-oblique setting. Our approach yields more robust and partially faster registration results, compared to conventional methods, especially in case of object movement. It was successfully tested on clinical data for fusion of transesophageal ultrasound and X-ray.